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In Theater Gigante's play, African refugees refuse to be counted out
DI MIKE FISCHER

Like the refugees themselves, the numbers just keep coming: Nearly 3,000 drowned trying to cross to

Italy since March. Close to 25,000 drowned during that same perilous crossing since 1990. Nearly

600,000 arriving this year alone in Italy and Greece.

At some point, the benumbed mind can no longer absorb what these numbers mean, as we see at the

beginning of Marco Martnelli's "Rumore di Acque" — translated as "Noise in the Waters" in the

producton being staged by Theatre Gigante that opened Thursday.

A beleaguered Italian general on a nameless Italian island is trying to decipher hurriedly scribbled

numbers, each representng a refugee he's charged with cataloging.

Played by Alessandro Renda, the general is dressed like Qaddaf, suggestve of the bufering role the

Libyan dictator once played and this general now plays — abeted by an Italian government wantng to

keep its hands clean while ensuring these refugees remain forever elsewhere.

But the general's numbers won't compute; instead they swim before his eyes, calling to mind the

drowned souls they represent. Their stories insistently interrupt his, demanding to be told.

There's the kid from the western Sahara who brags he can pilot a boat to Spain, untl he learns he can't.

The Nigerian women tcketed for sex slavery who never make it — and the Tunisian woman who does,

becoming an old man's unwilling concubine. The small boy, adrif in an overcrowded boat and forlornly

missing his mother.

These and other voices speak to us through Renda's own expressive vocal instrument, in which the

mellifuously purring Italian one might expect is replaced by a strangled, gutural growl akin to a dying

outboard motor — much as Renda's smooth, hands-on-hips demeanor can devolve into the failing arms

of a broken-stringed puppet.

Further underscoring the dialogic nature of the general's supposed monologue — in which every

competng voice undermines the pretense of a single, unifed story — Renda is accompanied on stage by

Thomas Simpson, translatng Renda's roughhewn Italian. When, that is, Renda doesn't switch into

English himself — frequently doing so when the horror overwhelms him.

Functoning like a Greek chorus, Guy Klucevsek adds stll more voices, with an accordion that jauntly

channels the chater of the shameless human trafckers, plaintvely mourns the victms of a rescue

operaton gone wrong and then later swells into a full-out requiem.

Martnelli already packs such an emotonal punch that one doesn't need this producton's occasional

shif into overdrive, including a glaringly lighted reminder that we're all implicated in what we've seen.

By the tme he raises his shades and peers out at us toward night's end, Renda has efectvely made the

point that none of us is an island — even when the water is wide.

If You Go



"Rumore di Acque (Noise in the Waters) contnues through Sunday at UWM Kenilworth Studio 508,

1925 E. Kenilworth Place. Visit www.theatregigante.org/

Takeaways

Navel of the World: Ermanna Montanari's scenic design — a spiral of stones on an otherwise lightly

dressed stage — suggests many things: The endless, labyrinthine journey — involving a sea which is

itself home to the frst labyrinth, in Greek mythology — confrontng the refugees. A hurricane —

beftng what's been unleashed across these once-placid waters by Europe's refusal to take ownership

of a crisis in which it's deeply implicated. And a navel, refectng the Mediterranean's mythological status

as birthplace of the world — transmogrifed, through the refugee crisis, into a tomb.

Lost in Translaton, Part I: In a beautfully writen "Translator's Note" to the Bordighera Press editon of

"Rumore" — which presents Martnelli's original Italian on the lef and the English translaton on the

right — Simpson draws an analogy between translaton and immigraton, notng that both necessarily

alter the original when moving from one place to another.

Watching that idea embodied on stage — with Simpson translatng Renda's words into English —

powerfully captures what Simpson means. And I'm including the few occasions on which Simpson

stumbled as he rendered the general's Italian into English; such glitches reinforce the necessarily

imperfect nature of any such rite of passage, providing an apt reminder that we make sense of less than

we think.

Lost in Translaton, Part II: As Simpson reads his translaton into the record, he casts aside the pages on

which it's inscribed, one by one. As they cover the stage in an ever-growing heap during the 70 minutes

in which this piece unfolds, those pages suggest the tossed-aside lives within the stories being told —

each one incomplete.

Watching these falling leaves futer down on Thursday night, I couldn't stop thinking about the

harrowing fourth part of Chilean writer Roberto Bolaño's "2666," which contains hundreds of similarly

truncated accounts of the women murdered in Ciudad Juarez in the 1990s, on the frontline of another

refugee crisis — this one hitng closer to home and equally ignored or egregiously mischaracterized.

When it comes to immigraton, Europe doesn't have a monopoly on racist stupidity.

Shakespeare, Part I: During one of the night's more horrifc stories, Martnelli sounds one of the of-

repeated themes in this piece: Questons involving fate and free will take on a diferent hue when one

doesn't really have choices. While drowning refugees here cry "SOS," Martnelli's text reads: "Esse o

esse/Esse o esse/Essere o essere/Alla fne/Non essere," which Simpson poetcally translates as "Save

Our Ship/Save Our Souls/To be or to be/In the end/Not to be."

As Simpson points out in his translator's introducton, there's marked homophony between "SOS" and

the Italian version of Hamlet's famous queston. But Shakespeare's great character is worlds removed

from the refugees memorialized in this piece — and has a world of choices that they do not.

For all that, both Hamlet and these refugees struggle against a seemingly cruel and inscrutable fate. And

if we focus all our energy on how they're diferent without also seeing what they share, we risk

forgetng what "Rumore" drives home through its contnued juxtapositons of high art and everyday
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vernacular (itself echoed in Klucevsek's stylistcally eclectc compositons): All of these many voices are

interwoven, just as our stories and music are.

Shakespeare, Part II: Martnelli also invokes Shakespeare's "The Tempest" — a play which, afer all, is

set on an island in the Mediterranean, with the acton unfolding afer a storm wrecks a boat making a

voyage from Africa to Italy.

One of the rumored dead in Shakespeare's storm is vividly imagined on the sea's foor, afer the

Mediterranean has made coral of his bones and pearls of his eyes; so too here. The most famous speech

in Shakespeare's play involves a shimmering vision of the world's great monuments, all ultmately

revealed as illusion; so too here. Shakespeare's play insists we must move past the narrow-minded ideas

and concerns through which we isolate and island ourselves from one another. So too here.
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